eRouting

- (ER-4182) For NDA a new question was added under "Is this a Covered Government Support Contractor NDA?" “**Are there any circumstances which will prevent you from handling the information received under this NDA in accordance with the GTRI Master TCP?**” This question is only for GTRI. Options: Yes, No, Uncertain
  (if Uncertain, add popup textbox that says “Please explain:”)
  NOTE: This change is only for NDA and will not be push to CM.

- (ER-4181) For NDA, Incoming MTA, Outgoing MTA, and DUA FAQ Button. When user click “FAQ” another page shall open.

(ER-4210) NDA

(ER-4211) Incoming MTA

(ER-4212) Outgoing MTA
(ER-4180) After the NDA, MTAs, and DUA are formed, the user should be able to click "Printable View" and print the document.

(ER-4214) NDA – Once user click “Printable View”
Printable view page shall appear

(ER-4215) Incoming MTA – Once user click “Printable View”
Printable view page shall appear

(ER-4216) Outgoing MTA – Once user click “Printable View”
Printable view page shall appear
(ER-4217) DUA – Once user click “Printable View”
Printable view page shall appear